Proactively manage travel
risk by automatically
informing people of minor
and major events unfolding
around them.

Triage real-time crisis alerts and perform
analysis on the intelligence gathered

Automate time-sensitive actions using the
sophisticated rules engine

Populate itineraries manually, using
natural language parsing or through GDS
integration

Send pre-travel advisories, briefs and
alerts to people based on time, location
and policies

Manage safety efficiently using automatic
check-in requests to users in an
emergency environment

Perform actions autonomously based on
incoming alerts, itinerary amendments,
user information and much more

Store important files such as country
briefs securely online and reference them
in your automation rules

Allow users to individually manage their
travel and user profile using the GAP
Traveller Portal

Plug in any type of RSS feed including,
news, weather and social media

Send targeted alerts based on different
criteria e.g. location and user information

Manage risk levels and ratings of alerts,
points, routes and regions

Pinpoint any employee, anywhere on
earth, quickly and accurately
Reference user information to avoid
potentially dangerous/illegal travel e.g.
medical history, sexuality and religion

Get in touch
for a free
demo of GAP
Insights

Combine active and passive tracking
GAP Insights it the perfect companion to the GAP Portal.
Combining both products gives you a comprehensive
understanding of your peoples’ whereabouts, even when
users don’t want to be actively tracked and traced.

STREAMLINE TRAVEL POLICIES
Our Rules Engine is a powerful tool for
performing actions based on itineraries,
intelligence and alerts automatically. It
runs constantly in the background,
monitoring data and alerting you based
on rules you set up. You can streamline
complex business travel policies and
automate alerts and actions before,
during and after travel.

MANAGE SAFETY EFFICIENTLY
Manage safety by exception using
automatic check-in requests to users in a
crisis environment. You can ensure
everyone is accounted for and focus your
efforts where they are really needed.
Whether they’re on the road, at home or in
the office, you can consolidate everyone's
travel data to quickly determine which
people may be affected by an incident.

FLEXIBILE TECHNOLOGY
GAP Insights is the most flexible
technology tool on the market, allowing
you to create a travel risk management
solution that’s genuinely relevant to your
travellers. You can plug in any type of risk
feed, reference any document, risk
assessment or travel policy, amend risk
ratings and offer local assistance if
necessary.

Join us on our journey to connecting the world with our platform…
Do you want to become GAP
Certified? Do you want to rebrand
and resell our applications and
packaged solutions? Then you could
be a GAP Champion - get in touch to
find out more...

Do you want to use GAP to build
new applications or solutions? Do
you want to work with us to
develop ground-breaking technology?
Right this way - you’re a GAP
Innovator...

www.two10degrees.com | info@two10degrees.com

